SUCCESS STORIES:
HAILEY CE PRIMARY SCHOOL
BEFORE:

AFTER:

Our Atlas Steel School Lockers were the
perfect ﬁ t - a simple and clean design,
capable of keeping storage areas organised
for an unbeatable price. Further still, the
swivel catch option allowed students to store
their belongings in closed yet unlocked
compartments, ensuring that everything would
be easily accessible.
The height of the school lockers was also
a concern due simply to the height of the
younger students. We delivered a custom
solution by ﬁ tting the top row of lockers

Hailey Church of England Primary School,
established in 1847, is a small, community
focused school situated in the idyllic
Oxfordshire countryside. The work of a
dedicated staff, and a vision to become the
school of choice for local families, has resulted
in growing pupil numbers over the past few
years.
The school noticed that such successes were
putting greater pressure on their existing
cloakroom facilities, which were originally
designed for fewer students, and therefore
approached us for a locker storage solution.

Foremost among their concerns was the
increasing disorder of the cloakroom. Cloak
hooks and benches were making it difﬁ cult for
pupils to locate their belongings, which could
include two or three bags for PE kits, swimming
kits, etc., and the resulting delays were
becoming disruptive.

with key locks, providing secure storage to
teachers, and the lower lockers with swivel
catches, allowing the students’ doors to be
fastened but lockable only with a padlock.
Despite all of this, our prices were the lowest of
three quotations, and, thanks to the high locker
stock levels maintained in our Milton Keynes
warehouse, we were the only supplier who was
able to survey and design the layout with
CAD drawing, quote, supply, deliver and
install the lockers all within 2 weeks - just in
time for the school holidays.

“The design & survey service
were excellent; the lockers
were well explained and there
were descriptive plans on
where to locate the lockers
on site”
Debbie Davies
Head Teacher

Locker Quality:

Customer Service:

The school required lockers that could not only
keep this area tidy and easily accessible but
would also look great and improve the school
environment. All of this had to be achieved as
quickly as possible and in accordance with the
budget.

There are often empty corners and offsets
from wall skirtings with lockers installation;
these empty spaces are prone to attract dust
and rubbish gathering, personal belongings
can also get stuck and lost between those
gaps.
As part of our standard locker installation
service, we offer timber & battoning to suit
corners and offsets from the wall skirting to
ensure the gaps are covered.

Contact us on 01908 525700
for your locker solution

